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The Brief:
Knocksheet is the complete outside sales app. A sales enablement service and mobile CRM
designed specifically for outside
sales, including field sales and
door-to-door sales teams. Our
CRM app provides solutions for
lead tracking, lead management,
and all your other field sales.

Interviews, Observation and User Persona:
Getting to know our users
We managed to do 8 interviews to get all
the qualitative data we needed and then
completed that with an online survey for
quantitative data. We decided to do this
that way this time because we already
had a specific panel of Sales Representatives that we could contact and they
were all semi-professional / professional
ones so we wanted to understand their
habits and needs first and then confirm
tendencies with a more general survey.

Sketches / Storyboard:
The cool thing about this process is its' fast and make
better ideas. Regardless of who owns the idea, the whole
team decides what's best.
We collectively create the vision. It means during the development everyone-including the developer- is confident to make assumptions and decisions. It's much more
efficient than instituting a hierarchy.
Work Flows:

Competitor UX analysis:
1. Identify competitors:
Even though there are many competitors, we settled on Sales
Rabbit as the direct competitor and Spotio for the indirect
competitor.
2. Content and navigation: The labels of Sales Rabbit's main
navigation have quite a lot of links and are quite small, which
might confuse the user.
3. Aesthetics and style: Sales Rabbit's use of color is not reinforcing the brand.
4. Heuristic analysis: Sales Rabbit's form validation has clear
notification messages to explain to the user what's gone wrong
and what's expected.
5. UI animations: Sales Rabbit's seems to have no UI animation, except when the main navigation expands. Moving
through the app pages has a jerky effect and there are not
smooth transitions from one page to another.

Card Sorting
The navigation categories had evolved over time and weren’t labeled clearly,
so people had a lot of trouble finding even basic information. I now recognize this as a common problem, but at the time I just felt overwhelmed. The
fact that this was a government site, and so contained essential information,
added pressure—if potential users couldn’t find the information they needed,
it would be my fault.
Card sorting is one of a family of user research techniques designed to give
you insight into how people think. Card sorting is best understood not as a
collaborative method for creating navigation, but rather as a tool that helps
us understand the people we are designing for.

User Surveys:
They can be quantitative (with closed questions that can
then be statistically analyzed), qualitative (with open
text-based questions), or a combination of both.

Customer Journey Mapping:
They began with a hypothesis based on input from internal
staff: that scheduling difficulties were the primary source of
customer frustration. But as is often the case in journey mapping, it soon became apparent that the touchpoints employees
believed to be problematic were not actually causing friction
for customers.
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